"christliche Dorfgeschichte," in which social criticism of "Not und Elend" in the fi rst half is followed by "Buße und Aussöhnung" in the second half, in a utopian synthesis of the traditional peasant and the modern industrial world. , fi nally, analyzes the two different stories (the rational one told by the schoolmaster and the legendary one only alluded to in passing) in Storm's Der Schimmelreiter (1888) , in which it is impossible to learn "the truth" about Hauke Haien. The theme of Storm's novella, therefore, is not the true life of Hauke Haien, but rather "story-telling," which offers the reader only perspectives to refl ect on.
Particularly interesting in this collection of essays are those which deal with "Zigeuner" as a diffi cult-to-defi ne group in Keller's Romeo und Julia auf dem Dorfe and Karl May's Scepter und Hammer or as individual characters in Stifter's "Katzensilber" and Storm's Immensee, the assimilated Jew (Rubehn) in Fontane's L'Adultera, Else von der Tanne as the victim of collective violence in Raabe's historical novella, Reinhardt's male identity crisis in Immensee, gender and nationality stereotyping in Ebner-Eschenbach's Mȃslans Frau, and "Glokalität" in Freytag's Soll und Haben, Raabe's Stopfkuchen, and Fontane's Der Stechlin. However, all the essays here are excellent studies which should stimulate further interest in "poetische Ordnungen," "Grenzziehungen," and "Orte des Globalen" in other novels, novellas, and stories of 19th-century German Realism.
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The capacity of anniversaries in German literary studies to raise the dead and vivify the moribund is quite remarkable. For a long time Gustav Freytag was a rather barren topic, regarded as a deeply conventional partisan of the evolving juste-milieu in German society and a willing collaborator of the Beckmesser of realism, Julian Schmidt. In the 1960s I had some diffi culty getting a paper on Soll und Haben published. In the post-Holocaust discourse of the '70s and '80s there were several efforts to determine on what scale of anti-Semitism Soll und Haben was to be measured. But the 150 th anniversary of that novel brought forth a fl urry of publications, not only about it but about Freytag in general. Sometimes nearly simultaneous publications make it diffi cult for any of them to have the benefi t of the others. In her study based on a Nottingham dissertation, Christine Achinger apologizes for not giving them adequate attention, but she does in fact cite them. Achinger undertakes a full-scale sociopolitical contextualization of Soll und Haben, independent of the intentions and subsequent history of the author, as a set of solutions to the alienated condition of the modern in Prussia, which she equates with bourgeois society. (Achinger believes in the objective reality of alienation, division of labor, the transformation of use value into exchange value, etc., more than I do.) The novel presents the image of a "versöhnte Moderne," a society that, owing to German values, is unalienated and harmonious; Freytag overcomes Hegel's skepticism about epic harmoniousness in the bourgeois novel. The disruptive, mean-spirited, and materialistic characteristics of capitalism are ascribed to the Jews, a foreign element in the otherwise organic nation. German work is pursued not for personal gain but in service to the commonweal; the merchant class and the workers are one. Achinger is not patient-I think rightly-with efforts to mitigate the anti-Semitic thrust of the novel on the grounds that it antedates biological racism. She argues that the substantial anti-Semitic tradition was already in place, called by a repeatedly cited scholar named Moishe Postone "national anti-Semitism," an expression of the diversity intolerance of the imagined nation, within which Jews are insuperably other and unassimilable despite all efforts at mimicry and intrusion. In this reading the distinctions among the Jewish fi gures are less important; even Bernhard Ehrenthal, regularly put forward as an evolved, morally sensitive Jew modifying the anti-Semitic severity of the novel, is weak and unhealthy; his private philological studies contribute nothing to the productive work of the nation. Achinger points out that even those liberals who, like Freytag, supported Jewish emancipation, did not, as a rule, welcome Jews as fellow citizens with equal rights and respect, much as, one might add, many American opponents of slavery continued to regard blacks as racially inferior and inadmissible to equal standing with whites.
In addition to her extensive treatment of the fi guration of the Jews, Achinger devotes detailed attention to the representations of the nobility and the Poles, and to gender matters. Throughout she endeavors to show contradictions within the apparently fi rm order of the novel's world. In the case of the nobility Achinger discusses the obvious and familiar displacement of the novel's boring protagonist by the renegade aristocrat Fink. With his superior military skills and fi nancial resources, Fink is able to defend and rescue the Rothsattel estate in Poland to a degree beyond Anton Wohlfart's abilities, and he mounts a cynical critique of the conventionality and pettiness of Anton's commercial milieu that Achinger believes remains with the reader. It is true that the traditional Rothsattels are incompetent in modern society and irrelevant to it, but Fink seems to project a new kind of aristocrat, building for the future. As Achinger rightly remarks, Anton rejects "Habitus und Mentalität des Adels" but not its political and social preeminence (91). Bourgeois society is still a Ständegesellschaft.
The portrayal of the Poles is parallel to that of the Jews and therefore meets standards of racism. Achinger fi nds the justifi cations for German control in Poland contradictory; the crusade of bringing a higher civilization to Poland turns into a militaristic conquest based on the right of the stronger. The rhetoric has changed from the pacifi c domesticity ascribed to life in Schröter's fi rm to one of conquest and colonization, also positive elements of Anton's Bildung. In regard to gender, Achinger fi nds it a surprise to the reader that Schröter's sister Sabine turns out at the end to be an executive in the business and that she offers partnership and marriage to Anton, although independent working women can be found elsewhere in the nineteenth century, for example, in Keller, Raabe, Spielhagen, and even Fontane. Anton is obliged in the interest of bourgeois propriety to repress his erotic attraction to the "wild" aristocratic equestrian Lenore, whom Fink purports to treat as a partner but tames into submission. Fink, as a stronger fi gure than Anton, calls the latter's manliness into question; Achinger even hints at homoerotic undertones, and argues that Fink as a proto-Nietzschean fi gure brings the ethos of the novel into confusion. It is interesting that Julian Schmidt's judgment evolved from praise of the bourgeois values in Soll und Haben at the time to a devaluation of them in favor of Fink's vitality after the founding of the Reich.
There are many other acute observations in this fi nely written study, substantial portions of which could be employed for lectures to students on the sociology of the still inchoate, imagined German nation in the middle of the nineteenth century. The question is whether this exhaustive and, possibly for the reader, exhausting treatment, with much reiteration and reinforcement, is not somewhat out of proportion to its object. Soll und Haben is an exceptionally transparent novel; it is almost impossible to misunderstand it. Its accessibility doubtless contributed to its long popularity. The issue today has been how to evaluate, not the novel, which no one admires, but its implications in historical retrospect. Even the dissonances of which Achinger makes so much are audible to an attentive reader. The study is quite strict in its exclusion of the author and his other works, except to refute those who have adduced them, for: "Über den Text entscheidet jedoch letztlich der Text" (170). I regard this as a dogma rather than a necessary principle. Almost everything Achinger brings to bear comes from outside the text; why should not the author be part of the context? Despite the meticulous attention to detail, some moments in the novel are left out, perhaps because they do not fi t comfortably into Achinger's scheme. In regard to the portrayal of the despised Ostjude Schmeie Tinkeles, treated as an example of the narrator's relentless anti-Semitism, it is not mentioned that at one point-in his own interest, to be surehe mounts a condemnation of Veitel Itzig that draws on biblical rhetoric and morality. Little is said about the positive status of the German-Jewish innkeepers in Poland, who, being German, are made superior to the Polish disorder, thus in this case ranking Jews above Poles, or about the droll and improbably prosperous laborers in Schröter's fi rm except as they are contrasted with the potentially revolutionary rabble of foreign workers.
The book is highly reliable and in near-perfect condition; I found only two misprints, a misplaced comma and a dropped letter. It is thoroughly researched, especially in the cultural context. Although several of the papers of Mark Gelber have been consulted, the fundamental ones on the defi nition of literary anti-Semitism are not listed, though they might have supported Achinger's exclusion of authorial intention in favor of considering the novel's potential "judenfeindliche Vorurteile zu schüren" (169). My essay on the Americans as Jews in Florian Krobb's anniversary volume (to which Achinger also contributed) is referred to twice with name and date but is not in the bibliography of works cited, so no one will be able to fi nd it. On the whole, however, Achinger's elaborate opus should be the defi nitive study of Soll und Haben for the foreseeable future. 
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